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GEMINI FULL MOON & 

WINTER SOLSTICE  
Musings for the Winter Solstice and Gemini Full Moon... 

“From the Darkness Light is born and shared with all” 

At the Festival of Goodwill/Humanity, all of the love light and power 

generated at the previous two festivals of Easter and Wesak is focussed 

and radiated out to all of Humanity as the energy of goodwill. This year 

the Gemini FM is followed closely by the Winter Solstice, which is the 

longest night, after which the nights begin to slowly grow shorter. The 

Solstice is like the deepest point of withdrawal into the darkness and 

contacting the seed of the light of renewal and becoming. 

 

At the Gemini Full Moon, we release goodwill to all. The Solstice energy 

adds to this goodwill the promise of the return of the light … a reminder 

to everyone that from darkness Light is born. Celebrating the closeness 

of these festivals is like making an offering to all humanity of a deep 

hope of the transformative power of darkness to generate the light. The 

Mother of the creative dark life matrix releases the seed of the Light and 

provides hope and joy and newness which we can distribute/radiate to 

all. 

 

As we approach this sacred and special time, we can offer this message 

of new light and goodwill to ourselves our friends and family and to all 

humanity. 

 



Humanity and the Earth are going through deep and challenging 

transformations. I believe when we align to our soul and the cosmos, we 

can become hearted power houses for helping these changes, creating 

hope and the loving healthy world we want. This is Spiritual Politics. 

 

A process that we could use during this month is: 

 

Breathe in breathe out… relax……. Align to the sky and the 

earth…Connect to the dark Mother matrix of all things through 

your heart and mind. 

 

Out of the darkness see a new light appear ….. hold the light steady 

in your mind’s eye … When you are ready, offer this light as hope 

joy newness and goodwill to all… include yourself. Finish by saying  

And so it is!! 
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